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	The field of Digital Signal Processing has developed so fast in the last two decades that it can be found in the graduate and undergraduate programs of most universities. This development is related to the growing available techno logies for implementing digital signal processing algorithms. The tremendous growth of development in the digital signal processing area has turned some of its specialized areas into fields themselves. If accurate information of the signals to be processed is available, the designer can easily choose the most appropriate algorithm to process the signal. When dealing with signals whose statistical properties are unknown, fixed algorithms do not process these signals efficiently. The solution is to use an adaptive filter that automatically changes its characteristics by optimizing the internal parameters. The adaptive filtering algorithms are essential in many statistical signal processing applications. Although the field of adaptive signal processing has been subject of research for over three decades, it was in the eighties that a major growth occurred in research and applications. Two main reasons can be credited to this growth, the availability of implementation tools and the appearance of early textbooks exposing the subject in an organized form. Presently, there is still a lot of activities going on in the area of adaptive filtering. In spite of that, the theor etical development in the linear-adaptive-filtering area reached a maturity that justifies a text treating the various methods in a unified way, emphasizing the algorithms that work well in practical implementation.
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Macromedia® Flash MX 2004 ActionScript: Training from the SourceMacromedia Press, 2003
ActionScript is the programming language that enables you to  use Macromedia's popular Flash to create highly interactive multimedia-based Web  sites, product demos, teaching materials, and more. If you're familiar with the  logic of other programming languages, especially JavaScript or Java,  ActionScript will seem quite...
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Object-Oriented Design Knowledge: Principles, Heuristics and Best PracticesIGI Global, 2006
In order to establish itself as a branch of engineering, a profession must understand
its accumulated knowledge. In addition, software engineering as a branch
of engineering must take several basic steps in order to become an established
profession, highlighting understanding of the nature of its knowledge.

Software...
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Cisco ASA, PIX, and FWSM Firewall Handbook (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
David Hucaby, CCIE® No. 4594, is a lead network engineer for the University of Kentucky, where he works with health-care networks based on the Cisco Catalyst, ASA, FWSM, and VPN product lines. He was one of the beta reviewers of the ASA 8.0 operating system software.
	Learn about the various firewall models, user interfaces,...
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Principles and Practices of Interconnection Networks (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
"Prof. Dally's pioneering research dramatically and permanently changed this field by introducing rigorous evaluation techniques and creative solutions to the challenge of high-performance computer system communication.  This book will instantly become a canonical reference in the field of interconnection networks."
-Craig Stunkel,...
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Applied Software Product Line EngineeringAuerbach Publications, 2009

	Over the last decade, software product line engineering (SPLE) has emerged as one of the most promising software development paradigms for increasing productivity in IT-related industries. Detailing the various aspects of SPLE implementation in different domains, Applied Software Product Line Engineering documents best...
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From Writing to ComputersRoutledge, 1994
... the broad and clear analysis of writing and language, and of automata theory, formal logic, and computability theory he uses to reach [his conclusion] is well worth reading.
–H. D. Warner, Western New England College     

   From Writing to Computers takes as its central theme the issue of a...
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